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Abstract 

In order to solve the problem of encountering other passengers due to inertial sliding 
when the trolley case is not controlled during sudden acceleration, deceleration and 
turning of the vehicle, this paper designs a four-wheel anti-skid trolley case based on the 
principle of mechanism transmission and the elastic force generated by spring 
deformation, and the design and working principle of the control, transmission and 
execution components of anti-skid device are introduced. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of economy and transportation, people travel more and more 
conveniently and frequently. Company employees usually travel, students travel to and from school 

in winter and summer vacations, and people travel and play during vacations [1,2]. They always need 

to carry important documents, clothing or souvenirs. Trolley case has become an essential item for 

people to travel and travel. The greatest advantage of trolley case is that it saves labor. People do not 

need much effort to move a suitcase full of articles in any direction. However, it is also because of 

this that on public buses or subways, it often happens that trolley cases slide and meet other passengers 

due to vehicle speed change or turning.  

In view of the above problems, this paper specifically designed a convenient, flexible and highly 

reliable anti-skid trolley case. In the design, the shortcomings of the existing products were 

considered, such as complicated structure, high cost and difficult control of anti-skid device. The 

product designed in this paper can be applied to various public transportation, subway, bus and other 

travel occasions, effectively avoiding the potential safety hazard of bumping passengers due to 

sudden speed change and steering of the vehicle, making passengers carrying four-wheel trolley case 

feel embarrassed because they do not control the trolley case to meet other passengers, thus causing 

unnecessary troubles to people. 

2. Design principle 

The main structure of the four-wheel anti-skid trolley case in this paper consists of a box body, a 

driving device, a transmission device, a wheel set device and other parts. The driving device adopts 

a combined design of a slide block and a slide groove, the transmission device is a connecting rod 

mechanism, and the wheel set device is formed by combining a universal wheel and a spring device.  

In order to realize reliable anti-skid of trolley case and not affect flexible work of universal wheels, a 

four-wheel anti-skid trolley case is designed in this paper. 

The main working principle of this design is to push the slide block of the driving device to drive the 

transmission device to move, and to realize the locking of the wheel set device through the expansion 

and contraction of the connected spring device. As shown in Figure 1, the overall appearance of the 
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four-wheel anti-skid pull rod trolley case is shown. The advantage of this design is that the free sliding 

and locking of the pull rod trolley case can be controlled by simply pushing the slider. The slider is 

raised to the free state of the trolley case, and the slider is lowered to the locked state of the trolley 

case.  

 

1- Box  2- Driving device  3- Transmission device  4- Wheel set device 

Figure 1. The whole four-wheel anti-skid pull rod trolley case 

3. Main structural design 

3.1 The active device structure and its working principle 

The active device structure are shown in Figure 2. It is formed by combining a sliding chute fixed on 

a box body and a sliding block arranged in the sliding chute. The sliding block is provided with a 

boosting cylindrical pin, and the middle part of the sliding block is provided with a limiting groove, 

and one end of the transmission device is arranged in the limiting groove. The sliding block is moved 

in the sliding groove by pushing the cylindrical pin on the sliding block, and one end of the 

transmission transposition rotates due to the movement of the limiting groove, thus realizing the 

movement of the whole transmission device. 

 

21- Slider  22-Chute 

Figure 2. Structure of driving device 
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3.2 Transmission structure and its working principle 

The transmission structure are shown in Figure 3. The transmission device consists of a main control 

rod, a diamond block and a connecting rod, wherein one end of the main control rod is arranged in 

the groove of the slide block, and one end of the main control rod passes through the chassis of the 

box body and is connected with the diamond block. The driving device drives the driving rod to rotate, 

and the diamond block connected with the driving rod also rotates, thereby driving the connecting 

rod to move to pull the spring device in the wheel set device to move to lock the wheel set device and 

control the unlock state. 

 

31- Main control lever 32- Diamond 33- Connecting rod 

Figure 3. Structure of driving device 

3.3 The wheel set device structure and its working principle 

The wheel set device structure are shown in Figure 4. The wheel set device comprises a locking pin, 

a spring, a wheel frame and wheels, wherein one end of the locking pin is connected with the 

transmission device. When the transmission device pulls the locking pin, the locking pin compression 

spring causes the other end of the locking pin to pop out of the clamping groove of the wheel frame, 

and the wheel returns to a unlock state at this time. If it is necessary to readjust the box to an antiskid 

state, push the slider to the lower part of the chute. 

 

41-Lock Pin 42-Spring 43-Wheel Frame 44-Wheel 

Figure 4. Structure of wheel set device 

4. Conclusion 

Four-wheel anti-skid trolley case uses the principle of mechanism transmission and spring 

deformation to generate elastic force to carry out anti-skid design of trolley case. Compared with the 

traditional trolley case on the market, the four-wheel anti-skid trolley case has the following 
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advantages: easy operation of anti-skid and unlock state control, high anti-skid reliability, wide 

application range, etc.  Because of its superior performance and almost the same price as traditional 

trolley case, once implemented, it will bring greater economic benefits to trolley case enterprises. 
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